
IN JUNE 2004, DOD
ISSUED INSTRUCTIONS
TO IGNORE IRAQI-ON-
IRAQI TORTURE
Al Jazeera has this video and the Guardian a
story on Frago 242, which both outlets say is
one of the most alarming revelation in
Wikileaks’ new document dump. From the Guardian:

This is the impact of Frago 242. A frago
is a “fragmentary order” which
summarises a complex requirement. This
one, issued in June 2004, about a year
after the invasion of Iraq, orders
coalition troops not to investigate any
breach of the laws of armed conflict,
such as the abuse of detainees, unless
it directly involves members of the
coalition. Where the alleged abuse is
committed by Iraqi on Iraqi, “only an
initial report will be made … No further
investigation will be required unless
directed by HQ”.

Frago 242 appears to have been issued as
part of the wider political effort to
pass the management of security from the
coalition to Iraqi hands. In effect, it
means that the regime has been forced to
change its political constitution but
allowed to retain its use of torture.

[snip]

Hundreds of the leaked war logs reflect
the fertile imagination of the torturer
faced with the entirely helpless victim
– bound, gagged, blindfolded and
isolated – who is whipped by men in
uniforms using wire cables, metal rods,
rubber hoses, wooden stakes, TV
antennae, plastic water pipes, engine
fan belts or chains. At the torturer’s
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whim, the logs reveal, the victim can be
hung by his wrists or by his ankles;
knotted up in stress positions; sexually
molested or raped; tormented with hot
peppers, cigarettes, acid, pliers or
boiling water – and always with little
fear of retribution since, far more
often than not, if the Iraqi official is
assaulting an Iraqi civilian, no further
investigation will be required.

If we had a functioning media, the Sunday shows
would be focused on the lie at the heart of the
NeoCon project–that they invaded Iraq to bring
democracy and rule of law to the country.

Instead, with the NeoCons in charge, they
instituted a policy of looking the other way
from torture.


